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ABSTRACT 

This document provides an update on the development of 

OntoSearch[1][2], an ontology search engine designed to 

help users find RDF based ontological information on the 

Semantic Web. It uses the Google API to search several 

million documents on the Semantic Web and uses these 

results to populate a local repository of ontological data. This 

is then searched using queries optimised for the relation-

ships within Ontologies. It supports various visualisation and 

representational algorithms. These facilities allow the user to 

make a rapid assessment of the files retrieved. 

1 OVERVIEW AND MOTIVATION  

Finding a suitable ontology from the Internet is a hard task 

because of the difficulty of separating ontological data from 

the mass of instance data on the Semantic Web
1
 and quickly 

evaluating its suitability. 

 

There is still no good tool to handle this problem. Google 

offers a powerful web search engine. However, with regard 

to ontology searching, it has its own problems, such as a 

lack of visualisation facilities and the poor summary informa-

tion delivered in search results. Swoogle
2
 provides a focus-

sed search of Ontologies on the semantic web, searching for 

specific keywords appearing as class or property names, but 

if the keywords only appear in instance data, or as a com-

ment then no match is made. 

 

An opportunity was identified for a tool which provides the 

breadth of search possible through Google, along with addi-

tional functionality to help users interpret these results. On-

toSearch has been available in this form for 8 months, and 

during a recent review session, we obtained the following 

requirements from some users: 

 

• The ability to specify the type of the file(s) to be 
returned (OWL, RDF, all) 

• The ability to specify the type of entities to be 
matched by each keyword (concept, attribute, 
values, comments, all) 

• The ability to specify partial or exact matches on 
entities. So in partial match mode CHEMICAL 
would match CHEMICALS, CHEMICAL_AGENTS, 

  
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.  
1 Semantic Web: http://www.w3c.org/2001/sw 
2 Swoogle: http://www.swoogle.org/ 

etc; and of course in exact matching mode only 
CHEMICAL would be matched. 

• The ability to specify a sub-graph to be searched 
for. For example, concept Animal with concept Pig 
within 3 links; concepts with particular attributes 
would be a further variant. 

• The ability to visualize each occurrence of a 
matched entity in a file. So if CHEMICAL was 
reported as found in a file, then each occurrence of 
these would be reported systematically, under the 
user’s control. That is the user, through a GUI could 
specify that the first occurrence of CHEMICAL 

should be displayed, the second, and so on. 

 

Several of the above features are dependent for their (effec-

tive) implementation on a (local) repository of ontologies / 

ontological fragments. This was the motivation for the cur-

rent work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Because we plan to enhance OntoSearch to do extensive 

analyses of the retrieved ontological files, it seems sensible 

to create a local repository (and only search the Web again if 

the local copy is passed its “sell by date”).  Some of the addi-

tional services  which will be available within the context of 

the Repository will be: 

 

• RETAX++ which is able to check for the well-

formed ness of an ontology/taxonomy, spot “con-

cept cycles”, and import inconsistent and frag-

mented ontologies.  RETAX++’s main strength is 

that it helps the user remove the detected inconsis-

tencies by offering the user a range of options [3]. 
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• CleanOnto provides another level of checking as to 

whether an Ontology is conceptually well formed, 

and essentially addresses the same task as Onto-

Clean [4].  However, we believe that CleanOnto will 

be easier for domain experts and knowledge engi-

neers to use than OntoClean which uses a fairly 

esoteric classification system for concepts. 

• OntoGrow can help a user grow a new ontology 

from ontological fragments which are available in 

the repository. 

 

Additionally, we have plans to make each of the above sys-

tems (namely, OntoSearch, ReTax++, CleanOnto & On-

toGrow) into Web services; and we expect that users will call 

on these services as they think necessary.  Finally, there is a 

plan to make OntoSearch into a Protégé Tab [5] which will 

access the OntoSearch Semantic Web Service described 

above. 

2 BACKGROUND TECHNOLOGIES AND 

RELATED WORK 

OntoSearch’s repository uses a triple store based around a 

Berkeley DB Database
3
, this has been optimized to allow 

fast searching for ontologies and ontological relationships 

which allows us to perform real time searches on large data 

sets. Each triple is indexed both on the Subject, Predicate, 

Object values individually but also on combinations of these 

to allow fast retrieval of data where Subject and Predicate 

are known (for example searching for a class with a specific 

name). 

 

This repository is populated during each search with the top 

100 results from Google searching for semantic web data 

only using the keywords submitted in the search page. Any 

pages already retrieved will be checked that they are less 

than 7 days old and if not will be refreshed from the original 

source. Once the repository has been updated, the search is 

carried out on the local data set using query functions. 

3 PROGRESS 

Currently, OntoSearch is available in two different versions, 

the “Classic” OntoSearch which uses the Google engine to 

find keywords in Ontologies, and the more advanced “Alpha” 

version of the new system which uses Google to populate a 

local repository of ontological data which can then be 

searched for specific keywords in specific places in the On-

tology. As the local repository grows, these searches be-

come more effective, and the lag time which the system cur-

rently suffers, associated with downloading and storing the 

first 100 results from the Google search in the repository is 

reduced. 

  
3 Berkeley DB Database: http://www.sleepycat.com 

 

Work on the alpha version is currently ongoing, this work is 

mainly aimed at optimising the queries on the repository and 

making sure that the data is stored in the most efficient 

manner for retrieval. 

 

4 FUTURE WORK 

As the repository of ontological data grows, this gives us a 

larger database to conduct queries of this data. Yi Zhang is 

currently working on applying query refinement techniques to 

ontology searching, which will help the user to clearly specify 

his/her knowledge requirements and further to express them 

into advanced queries. This work will be integrated with On-

toSearch. 

 

The current keyword interface will be supplemented with a 

query builder to allow users to work with this query language 

and build effective queries. There will also be a more ad-

vanced visualisation system to allow the specific fragments 

of an ontology which match a query to be highlighted and 

explored in more detail than is currently possible through the 

OntoSearch visualisation tool. We will also expand the API 

to make this fully compliant with the W3C Web Service defi-

nition, allowing easier integration of this system with other 

tools. 

 

In order to make OntoSearch truly independent we plan, at 

the next development milestone, to replace Google with a 

semantic web spider, which can update the data in the re-

pository automatically and also search the Internet for new 

Semantic Web data for a prespecified number of domains. 

This will remove a current major bottleneck to performance 

in the system and allow searches to be conducted in real 

time, removing the delay when content in the repository is 

updated while a search is taking place. 
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